What’s Knot to Love?

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

The milestone of tying their own shoes marks a turning point
toward independence for kids. Learning the process of manipulating string, mastering the dexterity of making knots usually
leads to a big confidence boost. Keep the self-confidence
building with these projects and gadgets that help kids tie
things together with great results. Manipulating string, yarn,
fabric and cord into useable gifts and gear opens the door for
children and teens to develop new skill sets while sharpening
their manual dexterity. From hand-made blankets to hats and
scarves, what’s not to love about knotted crafts!

by Paige Gardner Smith

Harrisville
Pegloom

Knot a Quilt Kit
(Alex Toys)

(Harrisville Designs)

The simplest of working
with yarn is weaving, with an
over-and-under matrix that kids
quickly understand once they
put their hands to it. A hardwood loom with nylon pegs is
easily threaded with the ‘woof’ yarn and then it’s a simple routine of weaving the ‘weft’ yarn over and under the vertical lines
on the loom to create a ‘fabric’ of woven material (100% wool
yarns are included). The resulting designs are colorful, sturdy
and can used as potholders, coasters, bookmarks, computer pads
or stitched together into beautiful textile wall hangings that any
child (and adult) can take pride in. It’s ‘knot’ hard at all for kids
to quickly weave a work of art!

Making fleece quilts on their
own is “knot” a problem for little
hands. No needles, sewing or padding is required for small fingers
to tie simple knots in rows, adding
squares one-by-one into their quiltwork masterpiece. The kit includes
48 nine-inch fleece squares that are
pre-cut with tie fringed edges. Children tie the edges together
on each side and watch their quilt grow with each new row.
Self-contained with no other tools needed, the Knot-A-Quilt
kit is ideal for camping, travel and quiet time. And when the
project is complete, the master quilter can wrap themselves in a
hand-knotted fleece quilt and a sense of accomplishment.

Alex Granny
Squares

Knifty Knitter
Loom Set

One of the easiest ‘craft’
knot stitches is crochet, making it ideal for kids to learn
and master. With a simple
repeated twist and hook, kids
can produce ‘granny’ squares of crocheted yarn that can assemble into all kinds of wearable and shareable art. Because the craft
produces units (squares), the final project can be determined by
how many squares the young crafter is inclined to crochet (kids
with shorter attention spans may opt to produce a short scarf or
doll blanket while dedicated crochet square makers may envision an afghan or shawl). This award-winning kit comes with
a crochet hook, plastic needle, plus 300 yards of richly colored
yarn so the possibilities are “knot” limited.
.

For kids and adults who’d like
to fast-track creating knitted accessories, Knity Knitter builds on a set
of round looms in graduated sizes
will have you knitting in no time.
Looping the yarn in patterns on the
loom produces circular or flat knits that can be finished with
a few stitches into hats, scarves and more. The littlest loom is
best for doll-sized projects while the largest rolls out adult-sized
hats and more. Easy enough for elementary-school age kids
and addictive for its versatility to adult crafters, there are also
additional Knifty Knitter projects and patterns online for young
crafters to expand their knitting portfolio.

(Boye)

(Alex Toys)

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book

by Paige Gardner Smith

Best Hair

Almost every child gets one of these: a full head of hair. For some, their
hair’s an easily managed affair, tame and controllable. For others (and their
parents), their crown is capped with a wonderful mop of trials and tribulations.
Teaching kids how to take care of their hair, how to be still for their first haircuts
(or at least not scream) is a rite of passage just like learning to tie shoes. The following books feature hair, and the taming of same, through stories new and old.
Comb through these titles and take a little (book) off the top.

Even Monsters Need Haircuts

by Matthew McElligott
When the full moon rises and most kids are settling into bed, one young son of a barber slips out
of bed and into his Dad’s shop to care for the hair of a distinctly different clientele. Once a month,
and with some help, the barbershop is redecorated and re-stocked to service monsters of every sort
who, after all, have their own hair care needs. Just like his father’s regular customers, some customers always want the same thing (Frankenstein’s flat-top), while some heads of hair (or reasonable
facsimile of) are more of a coiffure challenge. With dry humor and brightly-rendered monsters, the
illustrations offer up smart details that a sharp reader will pick up and enjoy with repeat readings.

I Won’t Comb My Hair!

by Annette Langan, Illustrated by Frauke Bahr
Tanya has several things she sometimes doesn’t like to do (don’t we all?). Maybe she sometimes doesn’t want to wear boots when her sandals are so much prettier, or go home, or go shopping. But Tanya knows one thing ALL the time: She doesn’t want to comb her hair…ever. Her
exasperated parents (and neighbors) get a regular earful of Tanya’s “I WON’T comb my hair!” So
her mane grows and froths, becoming a jungle of hair that soon looks very inviting to wildlife,
who quickly take up residence among the roots of her tresses. She can’t see what’s living up there,
but she can hear them. The more sound they make, the more Tanya realizes that taming her hair is
the best solution to her fear of the jungle that her head has become. Readers will enjoy Tanya’s
promotion from jungle guide to (hair) landscape management!

Rapunzel

Retold and Illustraeted by Rachel Isadora
Adhering closely to the story’s origins, Rachel Isadora takes Rapunzel to the lush surroundings of Africa in this rich re-telling of the story that centers around a captive girl locked in a
tower with only her long locks of hair to connect her to the rest of the world – for good or ill.
Africa’s warm color palette and distinctive wildlife set the stage for Rapunzel’s flower-laced
dreadlocks to tumble from the tower toward a young African prince on the savannah below.
Illustrated with earthen colors, and a collage of printed and palette papers, the patchworks of
color render the story into baser shapes that allow the reader to flesh out the images and story
with their imagination. Perfect for fairy-tale fans who want to take a broader journey in the
fairy-tale landscape.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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